Who am I?

An academic researcher turned professional language-services freelancer providing affordable high-quality proofreading, editing, and translation services to help experts to publish their scientific material in polished English.

Why?

Poor expression diminishes impact, causes delays, misunderstandings, and disagreements, lessens business and academic advancement opportunities, masks exciting academic achievements, and fosters disappointment.

I fully empathise with this frustration and my unique science & languages skills set and approach enables me to identify and correct these problems seamlessly.

What you can expect:

1. High-quality work
2. Detail-oriented inquisitive nature
3. “Geek-friendly” scientist
4. Professional & knowledgeable
5. Integrity – honest, balanced & fair
6. Personalised committed service
7. Expert & specialised advice
8. Innovative problem-solver

Maria.ledran@gmail.com
(+34) 656 442 809
@EFLediting
http://es.linkedin.com/pub/maria-ledran/15/727/958